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The files under "Windows/System32" are really DLLs for Windows. Each one of those is a wrapper of a different function of a COM object. A: I think you're using Python 2.x (or 2.7?), which was released in 2001 (!) and is outdated already. The better solution would be to use Python
3.x. It uses exceptions by default, so there's no need to catch errors, and the print() function will always print to stdout. This will eliminate the warnings you mention, and remove the need to catch and handle errors all the time. I'm guessing the other users are using Python 2.x, too,
because they are new to the site, rather than having been around for a while. If you're sure you've installed Python 2.x, you can completely remove the Python 2.x packages and reinstall a 3.x version. That would remove references to Python 2.x, so subsequent imports of Python 2.x
modules will throw an error. #PumpkinPi Lovers: Meet The Woman Who Created PumpkinPi It’s a holiday tradition around the world: families go out to enjoy the season in their annual pumpkin patches and carve pumpkins into jack-o-lanterns, only to have them end up smashed and

leftover at home. From the classic orange to the beautiful red variety, there’s plenty of varieties for you to choose from, but perhaps no pumpkin variety is more coveted than our favorite: the ultra-cute, lilac-colored, pumpkin pi. Inspired to learn more about the family tradition
behind this holiday item, we enlisted the help of Jenna Musser from Springdale, Arkansas, who gave a few tips for making your pumpkin pi and puffs. Best of all, she’s providing them to us for the first time ever! This is your chance to learn how to make the perfect pumpkin pi (or

puffs) — it’s a free tutorial from Jenna! First off, Jenna’s Pumpkin Pi Tip #1: “Pumpkins love to be kept fresh. If kept on the counter for a few weeks they will become more of a golden orange and less of a bright and sunny yellow.” Here are some other tips: Related: What Pumpkin Pi
Puffs and Pumpkin Pie Really Taste Like (and More) J
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this is the result this is the result this is the result this is the result A: I have modified your code. All you have to do is to add a new line in line 3, like this: for /F "usebackq delims=" %%f in (`dir /b c:\python27\_home\Lib\site-packages\attrs-0.4.2-py2.7.egg\site-
packages\attrs-0.4.2-py2.7-win-amd64.egg-info\PKG-INFO`) do @echo %%f the modified code will be: @echo off setlocal enableDelayedExpansion for /F "usebackq delims=" %%f in (`dir /b c:\python27\_home\Lib\site-packages\attrs-0.4.2-py2.7.egg\site-

packages\attrs-0.4.2-py2.7-win-amd64.egg-info\PKG-INFO`) do @echo %%f pause The output: . . . . . . . . .
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